


~SLlDE COPIER 

The slide copier unit is designed spe

cifically for use with the Olympus OM

System Auto Bellows for duplicating 

mounted slides and film strips. An ex

tremely versatile accessory, th is sl ide 

copier lets you make black and white 

or color negatives from color transpar

encies, or even make improvements on · 

your original photograph . The roll film 

stage can be used in conjunction with 

the slide copier to facilitate duplication 

of roll film up to 10m 1331 13 feet) in 

length. 
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~ DESCRIPTION OF CONTROLS 

,----------Bellows Coupler 

Diffusion G 

Socket for J 
Roll Film "T>llle -~ 

Adjusting Knob 

Magnification 
Indicator Board-----

Supporting 

Arm Clamping Screw-----

Film HOldelr-- --

Slide I nsertion Slot 

Button Lock 

Release Lever 
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~ SETTING UP (1) 

First mount the Auto Bellows to the 

camera following the instructions on 

page 25 and following pages in the. 

I nstruction Manual for the Auto Bel 

lows of the OM -System Macrophoto

graphy Group. 

• To mount the slide copier to the 

auto bellows, first attach the slide 
copier's supporting arm to the focusing 

tripod block on the bellows, with the 

block in contact with the stepped end 

of the magnification indicator board. 

Tighten the copier in place using the 

arm clamping screw . 

• Mount the lens to the lens mount. 

Beca.use it is specially designed for 1: 1 

(life size) magnification, the ZUI KO 

1 : 1 Macro Lens SOmm F4 is recom
mended. You can also use the ZU I KO 

Macro 50mm F3.5, ZUI KO 50mm 

F 1.S or ZU I KO 50mm F 1.4 Standard 

Lenses. If you want to duplicate only 
a particular portion of your slide, the 

ZUI KO Macro Lens 38mm F3 .5 is re

commended for best results . 

• Align the base end of the lens 

mount board to the orange-white line 

on the magnification scale of the bel

lows and secure it in position with the 

lens clamping knob . 

• The base end of camera body 

mount board must be aligned to the 

orange mark" 1 x" on the magnification 

scale of the bellows when the SOmm 

Macro Lens is used , or at the white 
mark "1 x " or "1 .5x" following your 

idea when the 50mm Macro Lens or 

50mm Standard Lens is used and clamp. 
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~ SETTING UP (2) 

• After loosening the focusing rail 
clamping knob " on the auto bellows, 
rotate the focusing knob to align the 
end of the focusing rail to the "1x" or 
"1.5x" magnification line (orange for 
80mm, white for 50mm lenses) on the 
magnification scale of the slide copier. 

• To attach the lens hood mount to 

the lens, detach the bellows couplers 
and pull the bellows on the slide copier 
out until it reaches the lens hood . 

Secure the bellows to the lens using the 

lens hood clamping knob. 

• i nsert the mounted slide or film 
strip. To load a mounted slide, insert 
it into the slot near by the diffusion 

glass with the emulsion side (dull side) 

towards the camera . The slide shou Id 
be seated all the way down . To load a 

film strip, pull down the film holder 
release lever to open the film holder. 

Then insert the film into the opening 

behind the diffusion glass. After cor
recting the film position (still pressing 

the holder top) push the button lock 

so that the film holder stays closed. 
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r:; FOCUSING 

To achieve correct focusing quickly and ' 
easily , first aim the camera towards any 

available light source . Loosening again 

the focusing rail clamping knob, rotate 

the focusing knob to focus on the 

subject while looking through the view

finder. (Make sure that the focusing 

ring of the lens is set at infinity mark 

00 ) I f the subject image is too small or 

too large to be photographed in the 

frame, adjust the magnification by ro
tating the camera shift knob on t he 

camera body mount board. As magni

fication changes, the subject may be 

out of focus. If this happens, repeat 

focusing and camera body positioning 

procedures alternately until the cor

rect focusing at the proper magnifica

tion has been achieved. The vertical 

position of the image can be adjusted 

by moving the film holder up or down . 

Normal positioning is obtained by align

ing the red dots on the film holder and 

arm . To adjust the horizontal position 

of a film strip, push the button lock 

and pull the film to the right or left . 

The opening of the film holder can be 

adjusted by the adj:.Jsting knob . A 

clockwise turn makes the opening 

wider, and a counterclockwise turn 

makes it narrower. 

The roll film stage can be clamped 

under the film holder with two screws 

to conveniently duplicate roll films. 
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~ EXPOSURE ADJUSTMENT ~ DIFFUSION GLASS r;; ROLL FILM STAGE 

Exposure adjustment is just the same as 

the auto bellows. P lease read the 

" Exposure Adjustment" at page 38 in 
the I nstruction Manual for the Auto 

Bellows in the OM-System Macropho

tography Group. 
When a particular part of the subject 

is to be enlarged full in the duplication, 
use the Zuiko Macro 38mm F3.5. If 
the Zuiko Macro 50mm F3.5, Zuiko 
50mm Fl.8 or Zuiko 50mm Fl.4 is 
available instead of the 38mm F3.5, 
reverse the lens. 

• Roll Film Stage 
This stage is a conven ient un it to be 
used with the slide copier for duplicat
ing a roll film . A long roll, usually 

hard to handle, can easily be treated 

without a fear of giving scratches on 

the film surface. 

Removal of the Diffusion Glass 
This diffusion glass will be removed 
from the film holder when the illumi
nator incorporates its own light diffu

sion device . 
Open the film holder, and holding the 

diffusion glass between your thumb 
and index finger, slightly push it down 

and the glass can be removed (see left 
photo). 

To re-mount the diffusion glass, reverse 
the procedure above (see right photo) . 
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